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Making Gas Detection Easy

Contact your local Eurotec HVAC Sales Engineer or give us a call on 09 579 1990.

Eurotec, the NZ Distributor of Critical Environment 
Technologies, is your one-stop solution for gas 
detection systems. Our dedicated team of in-house 
gas detection experts is committed to simplifying your 
life when it comes to selecting the right gas detection 
system for your project. In addition to that, we have 
the added benefit of Critical Engineers who provide 
exceptional support with their technical expertise and 
in-depth product application knowledge.

At Eurotec, we understand that each project is unique, 
even if it’s the same type of application, such as 
parking garages. When it comes to gas detection 
solutions, the size, layout, placement of columns, 
walls, and other obstacles, as well as the locations of 
entrances, exits, and ventilation equipment, all play a 
crucial role. 

These variables significantly influence various aspects 
of the gas detection system, including the number of 
sensors needed, their optimal installation locations, 
the necessity for zoning considerations, and the 
potential requirement for additional hardware such as 
relays, analog outputs, power supplies, and more.

Parking facilities vary in size, design, location and 
the number and type of cars coming and going. Gas 
detection systems play a crucial role in monitoring 
exhaust fume build-up, triggering the ventilation system 
to expel pollutants and bring in fresh air.

To ensure a safe and breathable environment in the 
parking facility while minimizing energy costs associated 
with the ventilation system’s operation, the installation of 
a hazardous gas detection system is essential.

Each gas detector can cover an area of up to a 50 ft / 17 
m radius, ensuring 360-degree coverage.

Small to midsized parking garages may only require 1 
or 2 sensors and no additional remote power supplies 
or control devices as the 2 internal relays of the SCC 
Self-Contained Controller or DCC Self-Contained 
Controller will be adequate. 

Large vs Small Parking 

https://www.critical-environment.com/media/download/applications/DCC-VFD-Application-Brochure-Parking-Garage.pdf?utm_medium=email&_hsmi=267021057&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-__DpDcrySs-nRFk_bveQLBCiJAAzWTEAHNW7oI7Gxx-0eaLQSPJIB5Who-pqnqe2J-IBYidGqLrwJ0qJwoZGu-n64t-A&utm_content=267021057&utm_source=hs_email
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Large parking garages will have more sensing 
locations, especially when there are multiple 
levels. Depending on the area to be monitored, 
one or more remote power supplies may be 
required. 

Additional internal and remote control 
interfaces maybe needed to drive fans, heaters 
and louvers/dampers using relays, 4-20 mA 
output or Modbus® output. A system with 
an FCS Controller, CGAS-D transmitters and 
any required remote devices has all the bells 
and whistles required for large parking garage 
applications. 

Typical Large Parking Garage 
CO and NO2 Monitoring 

System

Discover how effortlessly we can design your gas detection system 
with simple 3-Step Approach. 
Watch the video to learn more!
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